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Abstract: 
This project is an on-site study carried out by the Airport Research Centre GmbH of Aachen, Germany on
behalf of the EUROCONTROL Experimental Centre (EEC).
 
The project objective is to describe the present use of AMAN in the CDM context in  Copenhagen and
Stockholm Arlanda airports, focussing on the distribution of information between the various partners in
the airports (Airline Operators, Handling, Airport Authorities, ATC, the public). Then, to define possible
added user requirements for information distribution, in order to optimise airport operations. A final
objective is to define user requirements for DMAN information flow to/from the airport users (Airline
Operators, Handling, Airport Authorities, ATC) in order to optimise airport operations and the quality of
DMAN.



FOREWORD

The aim of the European Collaborative Decision Making (CDM) Programme is to show how CDM in
Europe can benefit  Airports, Airspace Users and Air Traffic Service Providers by improving the way
Air Traffic Management, Airlines and Airports work together at an operational level.

Collaborative Decision Making is seen as an important approach to making best use of scarce
resources such as airport runways, airport terminal gates and Air Traffic Flow Management take-off
slots. Furthermore, it aims to give Aircraft Operators more flexibility to maximise their own efficiency in
meeting their schedules. CDM is identified as one of the corner stones of the European Air Traffic
Management Programme. 

This study identified the information flow techniques required to improve CDM related business
processes at Copenhagen airport and Stockholm Arlanda airport with particular emphasis on the
requirements and capabilities of Arrival and Departure Management Systems (AMAN / DMAN). The
study focused  on the real operational environment with its inherent requirements and possibilities.

From November 2001 to February 2002, a series of structured on-site interviews were conducted with
the representatives of the airports, airlines, air traffic control and ground handling companies to
identify the most relevant operational processes. Support questionnaires were provided to all
stakeholders. These questionnaire focused on the consequences information has on operational work
and allowed for subjective assessment from an individual perspective. 

The work and conclusions presented in this report was carried out by the Airport Research Centre
GmbH of Aachen, Germany.

Diarmuid Houlihan

EUROCONTROL Experimental Centre
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1 Executive Summary
This document is the report of the investigation of AMAN and DMAN related information
flows with a view to CDM. The investigation was carried out by the Airport Research Center
GmbH, Aachen, Germany on behalf of the Eurocontrol Experimental Centre.

The study is intended to identify information flow requirements that improve CDM-related
business processes around the airport, particularly focussing on the requirements and
possibilities of Arrival and Departure Management Systems (AMAN / DMAN). By means of
on-site interviews at the airports of Copenhagen (CPH) and Stockholm-Arlanda (ARN)
available and desired information were identified and correlated to discover gaps and identify
possible improvements.

With the help of structured interviews with representatives of the airports, airlines, ATC and
ground handlers two sorts of information were identified as being most relevant for the
operational processes. The Estimated On Block Time (EONB) and the Estimated Off Block
Time (EOBT) trigger the decisive procedures and have the largest influence on the quality of
work. The requirements on accuracy are very high and currently not completely fulfilled.

The evaluation of the information currently available showed that the requirements can be
reached by combining information already provided by the AMAN system and ATC or by
using an AMAN system down to the threshold.

A further finding is that information always has to be seen in connection with its accuracy and
the probability for being correct. An information standard including this fact may ease
communication and improve potential benefit from the distribution of information. As higher
accuracy in many cases requires higher efforts, cost-benefit analyses may be applied.
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2 Introduction
To meet the demands of the future, Eurocontrol is intensively investigating the possibilities
CDM - Collaborative Decision Making offers. CDM improves the way Air Traffic Management,
Airlines and Airports work together at an operational level, by increasing their mutual
knowledge of the situation and each other's constraints, preferences and capabilities and to
anticipate problems. One precondition therefore is to identify the information required by
each party and the information these groups could already provide to others. To investigate
this an on-site study was carried out by the Airport Research Center GmbH, Aachen,
Germany.

This report summarises the findings from airport visits in Stockholm-Arlanda and
Copenhagen-Kastrup and further meetings with different experts carried out from autumn
2001 to spring 2002.

As this report is not written for a specific group of experts, descriptions are on a common
level and may contain information self-evident for some readers.
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3 Structure of Report
The report is structured as follows:

After describing the objective of this study the approach for the accomplishment of the
project is explained. In Chapter 7 the report gives an introduction to the issue of
Collaborative Decision Making - CDM and the functionality of Arrival and Departure
Managers (AMAN and DMAN) in the CDM context. In Chapter 8 the basics concerning the
airports of Copenhagen-Kastrup and Stockholm-Arlanda are provided and the general
process of a flight is analysed as a  basis for the further steps. Chapter 8 summarises the
results of the on-site interviews of the different parties. In Chapter 9 the available information
is compared with the requirements in terms of information and the concordances and gaps
are identified. The conclusions of the results are presented in Chapter 10.
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5 Objective of this Study
In times of steadily increasing demands on the performance of the aviation industry new
approaches for reducing delays, enhancing capacities and improving punctuality are
evaluated. One very promising approach to reach this objective has been followed by
Eurocontrol for some years. CDM-Collaborative Decision Making in an airport environment is
based on a common situational awareness and tries to optimise processes by involving all
participating parties in the decision procedure. This shall lead to a more sophisticated traffic
management and in the end to a general benefit for all involved parties. Two important tools
which shall be integrated in the CDM process are Arrival and Departure Management
Systems (AMAN and DMAN). AMAN systems are already in use at some airports and
support ATC to sequence and manage departures and arrivals. DMAN systems are
anticipated from implementation in the near future.

This study was initiated by the Eurocontrol Experimental Centre and is intended to identify
information flow requirements that improve CDM-related business processes around the
airport,  focusing on the requirements and possibilities of Arrival and Departure Management
Systems.

In contrast to mainly theoretical approaches this study focuses on the real operational
environment with its inherent requirements and possibilities. The boundary conditions
produced by the varying daily operations shall be considered as well as the individual view of
the people integrated in this process. This shall be reached by using mainly information of
on-site interviews and discussions with the people concerned.

Concentrating on the airports of Copenhagen / Kastrup (CPH) and Stockholm / Arlanda
(ARN), the present use of data deriving from AMAN shall be described and the potential of
an Arrival Manager in terms of additional data and further business processes profiting from
AMAN data shall be determined.

Furthermore the requirements for an implementation of a DMAN system as well as the
possible use of DMAN data shall be discovered.

In this context, the report shall provide an overview of the work and the requirements of the
different actors involved in an aircraft’s turnaround process, and shall encourage airports to
get these actors together to evaluate possible improvements in terms of information flow.
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6 Project Approach
To achieve the aims described above an on-site-investigation was carried out, examining the
current situation on the airports of Copenhagen / Kastrup (CPH) and Stockholm / Arlanda
(ARN) by way of interviewing representatives of Airports, Airlines, Air Traffic Control and
Ground Handling with a view to the planned functionality of AMAN / DMAN systems.

Taking into account that only two airports were examined in depth and that this study is
based on individual interviews, it can obviously not be considered to be representative in all
details, as a lot of procedures may be handled differently at other airports. In addition, the
approach of interviewing implies a subjective and not necessarily complete view. To reduce
this natural tendency of inhomogeneous information, a structured approach for the collection
of data by way of interviewing was set up. Questionnaires based on basic information were
sent to all the parties concerned to communicate a feeling for the objectives of the project.
The questionnaires were structured based on a pre-evaluation of the topics which currently
showed the biggest information gaps. They did not focus on technical specifications of
systems as data bases and communication equipment, but on the consequences information
has on the operational work.1

Beside the concrete questions on project specific tasks the questionnaires gave space for
subjective assessment from an individual perspective. This should give the possibility to gain
knowledge about (substantially) influencing  factors which are not quantifiable and therefore
are often not considered, even though they may have vital influence on the realisation of new
concepts.

The on-site interviews basically followed the same structure. By communicating a rough
structure in advance considering the results of the questionnaires, the objectives for the
discussions were pointed out. However during the interviews the discussions were open to
give opportunity for expressing ideas and ways of thinking which are not obviously related to
the main focus.

                                               
1 Readers who are interested in technical specifications of  AMAN, DMAN, Airport Data Bases etc. can find detailed
information e.g. on www.eurocontrol.int.
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The concrete content of the 'fixed' part  of the questionnaires as well as of the on-site
discussions included the following points:

- the way of work
- the objective of the work (benchmarking)
- information flow for the work
- requirements to the quality of information
- desirable information
- available information
- Problems and possible improvements, plans for the future, ideas.

To maintain an illustrative way of discussing with all interview partners, these topics were
discussed based on the view on the phases of a single flight from the moment of the start at
the destination to the departure from ARN and CPH:

- start at destination
- enroute phase
- FIR /TMA
- approach / final
- touchdown and taxiing
- ground handling
- taxiing
- departure.

For these phases the information flow and demand were collected. Based on this the
available information was correlated with the information needed in the final evaluation
phase. Therewith the existing gaps where identified and potential possibilities of closing
these gaps were pointed out.
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Fig. 1: Project schedule

Fig. 1 provides an overview of the overall proceeding of the investigation which can be
described as follows:

- Prior to the first visit, the interview partners were provided with an information sheet
containing an overview of the aim and the background of the project as well as a
questionnaire to make them acquainted with the concept of CDM.

- The first line of interviews was carried out between November the 10th and 16th 2001.
They mainly focused on identification of information flow and requirements as well as
subjective points of view towards other actors and existing procedures. At this stage
special attention was paid to AMAN implementation with DMAN being addressed only
remotely.

- The results obtained through the interviews were analysed and structured to get an
overview of the relevant information flow concerning the turnaround process and to
identify information gaps and arising problems therein.
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- Based on this analysis a second line of detailed, individual questionnaires were prepared
and sent to the interview partners. The objective of these questionnaires was to identify
existing correlations of available and required information and to specify additional data
that might be of use. To ensure a reasonable cost-value ratio, the recipients were
requested to evaluate the expected benefit arising from additional or more accurate data.
In these questionnaires as well as during the following visit the requirements for a
possible DMAN implementation were addressed.

- During the second visit lasting from January the 18th to 21st  2002 the answers to these
questionnaires were discussed. The focus of this visit was on AMAN and DMAN related
data.

The newly found results combined with the findings already acquired were evaluated and put
together in the final phase of the project and released in this report.

Naturally the contents varied from meeting to meeting, but the main goal of gathering
available and desired information as well as some general statements and evaluations was
achieved in all cases.

Each visit was carried out by two ARC staff members, accompanied by one or two members
of the Eurocontrol project management team. The persons involved in the project were:

Peter Eriksen (Eurocontrol Experimental Centre, Brétigny, France)
Diarmuid Houlihan (Eurocontrol Experimental Centre, Brétigny, France)

Michael Laubrock (Airport Research Center, Aachen, Germany)
Linus Hogrebe (Airport Research Center, Aachen, Germany)
Raimo Jacobson (Airport Research Center, Aachen, Germany)
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7 Background

7.1 CDM - Collaborative Decision Making

Collaborative Decision Making (CDM) is about improving the way Air Traffic Management,
Airlines and Airports work together at an operational level, by increasing their mutual
knowledge of the situation.

It is based on a sophisticated information management that provides everyone with adequate
information to make the best decisions with the knowledge and overview of the current and
following situation. This overview available to all involved parties may also include individual
preferences, priorities, constraints and capabilities, ensuring that solutions found provide the
best benefit for all.
The resulting situational awareness leads to an overall increase in capacity and punctuality
as scarce resources such as runway capacity, gates and take-off slots can be used in a more
efficient manner.

When talking about implementation of CDM procedures, it is often referred to different levels
of collaboration:

� Sharing of information leading to a common situational awareness,
� Improving data quality,
� Considering proprieties: other parties’ priorities are considered when taking decisions,
� Delegation of decision making. When feasible, the decision is taken by the party most

affected by its consequences.

According to its objectives, this study will mainly focus on the first two realisation steps,  the
sharing of information and improvement of its quality.

Due to the significant advantages attainable through implementation of CDM processes, the
EUROCONTROL Experimental Centre (EEC) started working in this domain in 1998 and the
CDM concept or philosophy will play an important role in the EUROCONTROL ATM Strategy
during the next years also.

Two means of putting the decisions and solutions into practice are arrival and departure
management. Arrival Managers like CALM at Zürich Kloten, MAESTRO at Paris CDG and
COMPAS at Frankfurt Airport are steps that have already been realised to take influence on
the flow of arrivals and departures to achieve a better overall performance of the system.
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7.2 AMAN

Today,  the arrival sequence is built up by Approach Control (APP) at most European
airports, whose  roll is to vector incoming aircraft onto final approach in a way that maximizes
runway and approach capacity. The separation between two aircraft is affected in a great
way by the APP’s experience and the pilots‘ reactions and may not make full use of the
system’s capacity. Additionally, due to high controller workload, incoming aircraft are often
placed in holding stacks to ensure the necessary separation.

By means of computer-aided Arrival Management (AMAN), this procedure can be facilitated:
Using flight data such as aircraft type, position and speed delivered by Aircraft Operators and
ATCCs upstream the routes, the Estimated Time of Arrival (ETA) of incoming aircraft can be
calculated. AMAN now slightly shifts these ETA‘s regarding wake vortex category, multiple
arrival routes etc. to achieve the maximal landing capacity. As these Required Times of
Arrival (RTA) are known very early – the aircraft still being approximately 200 nm away – the
difference between RTA and ETA can in most cases be eliminated using speed control, thus
avoiding costly airborne holding.

The airport benefits from
� increased capacity,
� reduced traffic holding in the terminal area,
� better stand and gate utilisation,
� improved quality of public information.

ATC benefits from
� decreased workload due to reduced traffic holding in the terminal area.

The Airlines benefit from
� increased capacity,
� fuel-efficient arrivals avoiding costly airborne holding,
� improved punctuality,
� better management of resources for turn-around, baggage handling and fleet

management.

The benefit to Airlines, and hence their interest in the process already described, could be
increased by allowing them to influence the planned arrivals sequence according to their own
priorities. Time-critical flights such as connecting flights could  request priority by swapping
their landing slot with another, non-critical flight.
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Both the data required by AMAN (position, speed of aircraft) and the data derived from it
(accurate ETA’s) could well be included in a CDM data management system to be of further
use for other parties and subsystems, e.g. DMAN.

A more detailed graphical explanation of the AMAN functionality is given in the appendix in
Chapter 13.

7.3 DMAN

In the context of CDM the arrival managers (AMAN) are supplemented by departure
managers (DMAN).

As AMAN and DMAN influence the same runway (system) there is a great amount of
interaction between both systems.

DMAN assists controllers with sequencing, metering and advisory services for departing
traffic e.g. to:

� prioritise critical flights over non-critical flights in terms of slots (CTOT),
� optimise the runway capacity in mixed mode operations: in coordination with an

AMAN system the arrival stream could be spaced to shorten the departure queue
and, according to the queuing theory,  reduce the overall delay,

� better distribute the traffic on SIDs by sequencing departing flights in a way that
successive flights do not use the same departure route.

The operational benefit from the critical flights outweighs the disadvantages of a slight delay
to a non-critical flight. As all airlines sometimes have flights that are time-critical, all
participating airlines will benefit from the more flexible operations. Further usage of DMAN
enables more efficient management of stands and gates and increased runway throughput.

As a prerequisite for proper functioning, DMAN needs reliable information about
the Estimated Off-Block Time (EOBT) of outgoing flights at least 20 minutes in advance.
Accurate predictions can only be made by the ground handling staff who could enter it into a
future CDM system. These predictions would be used by DMAN to replan the departure
sequence and thereafter, updated Estimated Times of Departure (ETD) that would be of
great interest to the airlines etc., would be written back into the system.
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A more detailed graphical explanation of the DMAN functionality is given in the appendix in
Chapter 13.

All in all arrival and departure managers are powerful tools in the CDM context and
experience already gained at airports using such tools is of value for other airports,
especially regarding the fact that the whole functional spectrum described above may not yet
be achieved in most cases.
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8 Basic Information

8.1 Copenhagen Airport

Copenhagen Airport (IATA code CPH, ICAO code EKCH) is located on the island of Amager
about 8 kilometres southeast of Copenhagen, Denmark. With 288.739 movements per year,
18.1 millions passenger per year and 379.037 tons of freight per year, Copenhagen Airport
belongs to the larger European airports. The whole airport surrounds an area of 11.3 square
kilometres.

Technical Details:

CPH provides three runways. The system comprises an independent parallel runway system
and a shorter crosswind runway.

04L/ 22R : Length 3600m, Width 46m, CAT III
04R/ 22L: Length 3300m, Width 46m, CAT III
12/ 30: Length 2800m, Width 46m, CAT II

In Copenhagen runway 22L/R represents the main operations with a usage of 65%, 04L/R
usage is 30 % while runway 12/30 is only used 5% of the time.  Runway 22L is mainly used
for arriving aircraft, while runway 22R is used for departing aircrafts. When runway 04 is
active, 04L is used for arrival and 04R is used for departure. The runway system has a
coordinated capacity (according to a remark by the flight plan coordinator) of 81 movements
per hour, which may rise to 91 movements at peak times. Four years ago Copenhagen
Airport started using departure and arrival management systems to increase capacity. The
airport uses the arrival management system ‘Maestro' to optimise the inflow to the TMA
depending on the current situation with regard to runway capacity. The departure
management system ‘Prelude’ is used to provide enhanced sequencing in terms of a
maximized departure capacity and an optimised punctuality in order to meet the assigned
departure slot (CTOT). The departure and the arrival manager have no functional connection
currently.

The airport has 113 aircraft stands. 56 stands are  directly located at the terminal buildings,
42 of which are equipped with a jet bridge. Further, CPH has 48 remote stands, 21 of these
are used as cargo positions in the eastern area, and there are 9 domestic stands.
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Copenhagen Airport operates as an international hub involving 47 % of transit passengers.
SAS and Maersk Air are the main carriers for passenger transport.
SAS and partner airlines operate at Terminal 3, while other international carriers operate at
Terminal 2. Terminal 1 is used for domestic operations. The Terminal buildings have a
passenger capacity of 25 mio. passengers (pax) per year.

In the following figures the European and international destinations from Copenhagen airport
are illustrated. Direct connections from Copenhagen Airport are available to a total of 111
destinations all over the world, 7 of which are in Denmark, 27 in the Nordic countries, 59 in
other parts of Europe and 18 intercontinental airports.

Fig. 2: European destinations from Copenhagen Airport
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Fig. 3: Intercontinental flights from Copenhagen Airport

8.2 Arlanda Airport

Arlanda Airport (IATA code ARN, ICAO code ESSA) is located 42 km to the north of
Stockholm city centre, Sweden. With 279.000 movements per year, 18.3 millions passenger
per year and 154.000 tons of freight per year, Stockholm Airport belongs to the larger
European airports.

Technical Details:

ARN provides two crossing runways.

01/ 19: Length 3301m, Width 45m, CAT I / II
08/ 26: Length 2500m, Width 45m, CAT I

In normal meteorological conditions, ARN uses  RWY 26 and RWY 19 for arrivals. RWY 19
is also used for departures. When necessary, RWY 08 is mainly used for departures, and
RWY 01 is used for arrivals and departures. The use of RWY 08 for landing and 26 for take-
off is restricted to those occasions when meteorological conditions or other circumstances
prohibit the use of other runways.
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ARN intends to operate a new runway (01L/19R) in 2003. This will increase the actual
declared movements from 70 per hour to a potential of 90 operations per hour. A fourth
runway is tentatively planned for 2010 or 2011.

The airport has 117 aircraft stands. 49 of them are equipped with a jet bridge and all are
located directly at the terminal buildings.

With 11.5 million international and 6.8 million domestic passengers, Arlanda Airport can be
regarded as a hub within three areas, first for the Stockholm Area, second for domestic air
travel in Sweden and third for air travel within Scandinavia and the Baltic region.
SAS and Finnair are the main carriers for passenger transport.

Terminal 2 is used by Qualifier One World. Terminal 3 is used by Skyways as a domestic
terminal, this terminal is mainly served by turboprops. Terminal 4 is used by SAS for
domestic flights and terminal 5 is the international terminal, mainly used by Star Alliance
members.
With new terminal buildings ARN intends to reach a capacity of 25 million passengers per
year.

The European and international destinations from Arlanda Airport are illustrated in the
following figures. Direct connections from ARN  are available to a total of 167 destinations all
over the world, 127 international and 40 domestic destinations. 64 airlines fly from Arlanda,
57 of them to international, 4 to international and domestic and 3 to domestic destinations.
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Fig. 4: European destinations from Stockholm Airport

Fig. 5: Intercontinental flights from Stockholm Airport
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8.3 Acronyms

Abbreviations for timeframes and points of time. A lot of abbreviations may have different
meanings to different parties, or on the other hand, the same point of time may be referred to
using different abbreviations.

This report follows the structure defined below:

ETA
Estimated Time of Arrival (at the threshold)

RTA
Required Time of Arrival (at the threshold), used within AMAN

RTAMF

Required Time of Arrival (at Metering Fix), used within AMAN

ATA
Actual Time of Arrival (at the threshold), equal to Touch-Down time

EONB
Estimated On-Block Time

ONB
On-Block Time (arrival time at the gate)

OBT
Off-Block Time

EOBT
Estimated Off-Block Time

CTOT
Calculated Take-Off Time, provided by CFMU

ATD
Actual Time of Departure (from the runway), equal to Take-Off Time (TOT)
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Generally, the type of a specific point of time can often be derived from the first character of
its abbreviation:
A represents “actual”
C represents “calculated”
E represents “estimated”
R represents " required"
All these abbreviations can also be found in the glossary at the end of this report.
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8.4 Process of a flight

As the availability and usefulness of information is usually dependent on the actual state of a
flight, this section illustrates in short the proceeding of a typical flight through the individual
phases. Some events are optional (e.g. de-icing or holding) and the sequence may differ
depending on the individual conditions of a flight.

Fig. 6: Proceeding of a flight

At the Actual Time of Departure (ATD) the aircraft takes off from its origin, climbs and begins
the enroute phase. After passing through several control sectors, it descends and enters the
Flight Information Region (FIR) surrounding the destination airport. The FIR may contain
several Terminal Manoeuvring Areas (TMA) with the main one around the airport.
In the FIR the aircraft may be vectored to a holding stack. After leaving the holding stack, the
aircraft is usually vectored onto final approach.

After Touchdown and runway vacation, the aircraft taxis to its gate or to a remote parking
position.
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When on block, the ground handling process begins. Actions such as unloading / loading,
deboarding / boarding, fuelling, catering and cabin cleaning are performed. If necessary, the
aircraft may be de-iced at the gate. During the ground handling, the pilot completes his
checklist and requests clearance as well as engine start-up and push-back.

After Push-Back (Actual Off-Block Time – OBT) an aircraft  taxis towards the runway
threshold, enters the departure queue and finally departs on the Standard Instrument
Departure Route (SID) corresponding to its route. In adverse weather conditions an aircraft
may taxi to a remote de-icing pad (when de-icing at the gate  is not  permitted) prior to
entering the departure queue.
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9 Results of the On-Site Interviews

In this chapter the various parties, their way of work, their major tasks and objectives are
described based on the results of the on-site interviews. The main focus is aimed on the
information flow concerning AMAN and DMAN systems. As the results of the interviews with
the single parties are individually stamped, the given information is integrated into a common
description of the process. Certainly the concrete way of work will vary for every airport, the
essential principles, however, are mostly the same, making it possible to get an impression
of the possibilities, wishes and tendencies concerning the information management.

9.1 Air Traffic Control (ATC)

ATC’s main task is the guiding and sequencing of aircraft while maintaining safety and
making maximum use of the potential system capacity. With view to the phases of a flight
ATC's work can roughly be divided into approaching,  taxiing and departing aircraft.

Depending on the airport, the different positions such as approach, departure, ground and
apron control may be located in different towers/ facilities or even be run by various
authorities (e.g. several aprons may be controlled by the airport). For the following
contemplation, these positions will be referred to as ATC as a whole without regarding the
necessary communication and data exchange between them.

ARRIVAL
The overall objective of ATC in terms of arriving aircraft -besides safety- is to provide a
smooth stream of aircraft to the runway threshold while producing a minimum of delay. This
delivers an optimal utilisation of the runway capacity and best punctuality for the airlines.

Various European airports have installed AMAN systems to assist the ATC in sequencing the
incoming flights.  The specific use of the system based on the  functionality and capabilities
as described in 7.2 depends on the individual boundary conditions and requirements of each
ATCC using the AMAN.

Of the airports considered in the scope of this study Copenhagen / Kastrup (CPH) uses an
AMAN type MAESTRO. Stockholm Arlanda (ARN) uses a basic AMAN system which
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depends on manual data feed from the controllers. This system will eventually be replaced
by the MAESTRO system. The use of the CPH AMAN is described below.

AMAN is used to assist controllers to provide a consistent flow of aircraft into the TMA to
avoid an overload, which would result in high controller workload and undesirable holding
delay. Based on a user-set value of the number of arrivals per hour corresponding to the
arrival capacity of the runway system the system supports the controller to feed this specified
number of aircraft to the TMA.

AMAN suggests appropriate sequences for the individual TMA entry points to the controllers.
The sequencing and vectoring for the approach itself is then done manually by the Approach
Controllers. Depending on the arrival route an arriving aircraft enters the FIR of CPH and is
represented in the AMAN System about 30 minutes before landing. From this point of time
the sequence is updated every minute and estimates of the arrival time are sent to the airport
database. While proceeding through the FIR a flight status varies in the AMAN system. An
example of the evolution of an arriving flight  is as follows:

- The first status of the flight is 'unstable'
- approximately 17 min before feeder fix the flight becomes 'stable'
- 5 min before feeder fix the flight becomes 'superstable' which means that it cannot be

moved by the system, only by the controller
- 5 min before final approach the flight is 'frozen' and
- after touch down the flight is 'landed'.

From the feeder fix an aircraft is vectored by radar to final approach. As the choice of the
approach route used by the controller is not input to the AMAN system the ATA may differ
from 2 to 10 minutes from the ETA provided by the system when an aircraft passes the
feeder fix.

If holding is required or an aircraft performs a missed approach procedure, the deviation
between ETA and ATA may be greater. This information is not given to the airport system.
Airport CPH stated that the ATA differed up to 15 minutes from the ETA made at TMA entry.

CPH ATC stated  that they know the remaining flight time from the feeder fix for the different
approach routes very well (accurate to 2-3 minutes). Therefore a reasonably accurate ETA
calculation is possible by combining the AMAN information and the flight time for the final
approach trajectory.
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For the prioritisation of single flights they have to be swapped i.e. time-critical flights are
allowed to 'overtake' a non-critical flight. ATC stated that the timeframe for swapping
requests is between 10 to 13 minutes before landing. As Maestro is a support tool ATC
reserves the right to change the arrival sequence according to their needs. Maestro is not
updated with these changes which results in incorrect ETAs in the system.

Currently the AMAN system receives no input from other systems i.e. the arrival stream is
based solely on the controller’s input to the system.

In the future ATC CPH is going to define a new status in the system: Prelanded status will be
achieved when a flight transits a zone adjacent to the final approach area. This zone will
cover from 5° left  to 5° right of the final approach path seen from threshold and will provide
updates on traffic in the approach-sequencing phase.

CPH ATC stated that it would be possible to use the AMAN system down to the threshold
and therewith provide very exact ETAs from the beginning of the flights’ correlation in the
AMAN system. There are no 'real' reasons for not implementing this functionality but even so
the acceptance within ATC for this step was assessed as low. One argument against using
AMAN down to the runway threshold was that the controllers might lose their vectoring skills
if they just followed the propositions made by the system.

At Stockholm / Arlanda, where AMAN system at present is more unsophisticated, a message
is fed into the central database system when the flight enters the FIR. Remaining flight time
can differ by up to 10 minutes from the one indicated however, depending on the route flown.
To get an update on the arrival sequence after the message at FIR entry, the airport has
installed the ITV system monitoring the flight strips at the approach position in the tower. ITV
Screens are used by various parties throughout the airport. The information deriving from it
however is not reliable as controllers do a lot of the sequencing work in their mind without
necessarily updating the order of flight strips.

ATC stated that the flight schedule plays no role in their work as their aim is to minimise
delay for arriving aircraft.  In high workload situations, controllers do not always update the
flight progress strips in accordance with their radar sequencing actions. ATCs primary
concern is to optimise the arrival flow while guaranteeing safety. They do not consider ONB
times etc. and have no detailed knowledge of the operational requirements of other parties.
ATC’s mindset is 'speed and distance'-orientated and not 'time'-orientated as for the other
parties.
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TAXIING
The ground controllers’ main task is to guide aircraft to and from the gates. They emphasised
that one of the most difficult problems is coping with gates that are unexpectedly occupied
due to unreported departure delays, forcing arriving aircraft to wait on remote stands.

Another task, which may also be carried out by the ground handlers or the gate
management, is to record the on block / off block times (ONB, OBT) of aircraft entering  or
vacating a gate. At CPH, ATC is responsible for entering these times into the central
database. In contrast to the OBT which is recorded automatically, ATC has to deliver the
ONB manually. During periods of high ATC workload, ONB input is sometimes overlooked,
causing serious problems at the gates as the airport relies on this data to trigger the
turnaround process.

DEPARTURES
For ATC the first indication of an aircraft's readiness for departure is the clearance request by
the pilot. This request does not necessarily indicate the aircraft’s eventual ready time and
thus only very limited planning is possible. As a result, the sequence is usually built up
according to the first come first served principle. While doing so the controller tries to set up a
favourable sequence taking account of aircraft type (wake vortex category, speed) and
departure route (SID) for each flight. As overtaking on taxiways is generally difficult or
impossible, the opportunity for a change within the sequence is limited. This means that any
prioritisation of critical flights is difficult. From airline perspective prioritisation is the key for
reduced delays (particularly with regards to connecting flights) and subsequently improves
the ability to meet the departure slot (CTOT). For the airport an optimal departure sequence
results in a higher capacity. To achieve an optimised departure sequence it is important to
set up a correct order of aircraft before they leave the gates.

Regarding the runway usage, ATC normally gives priority to arriving aircraft over departing
aircraft, in order to avoid excessive holding delays. Without proper management the arrival
stream may not contain suitable gaps to accommodate departing aircraft at peak hours,
resulting in a long departure queue leading to high departure delays. This may result in
higher average delays for all flights and missing of slots for some flights. However, even if
the arrival stream contains gaps for departures, a departure queue is necessary to ensure
that these gaps can be filled with aircraft already waiting at the threshold. A way to reduce
the departure queue length and hence the departure queue delay of aircraft is to influence
the arrival stream with the aim to achieve suitable gaps which could be used by departures.
A precondition for this is to know the time when a departing aircraft can be ready at the
threshold in advance-information which is usually not available with the accuracy required.
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At time of writing CPH uses a DMAN system ( Prelude) with limited functionality. The aim of
this system today is to ease the set up and sequencing process for taxiing aircraft so as to
lessen the tower controller’s workload related to re-shuffling departing aircraft. The objective
is to get a correct sequence in terms of slots  (CTOTs) and utilize the capacity potential,
because only by sequencing under consideration of traffic mix and departure routes is it
possible to reach the highest possible capacity.

The current system records aircraft leaving the gates into the departure sequence without
taking into account their individual de-icing requirements. A new prototype under
development will address this problem by calculating two sequencing set-ups – sequence
from gate to de-ice area followed by sequence after de-ice to runway holding point.

The CPH DMAN is currently not connected to the AMAN system, but ATC sees the
possibility of spacing arrivals as a very useful feature of AMAN / DMAN integration. All ATC
representatives stated that for this functionality an EOBT with an accuracy of 3 minutes
would be required 20 minutes in advance to have enough time to influence the sequence. In
addition 10 minutes before ATA the arrival sequence should be fixed with no further
swapping possible.

In addition to exact EOBTs, more accurate taxi times from different apron areas would be
valuable to have accurate times for departing flights at the runway threshold to put them in
direct order with incoming flight’s times at the threshold. For a first step ATC could do with
empirical taxi times, in the future a more sophisticated system calculating taxi times under
consideration of the whole traffic situation may offer further benefit. A quantification of the
final gain in capacity and therefore reduction of delay has not been made.

CPH ATC stated that currently gate staff invariably do not advise ATC of potential delays to
departing flights. ARN ATC stated that if a departure delay exceeded 5 minutes then the
delay time should be announced to optimise the capabilities of future AMAN-DMAN
integration.

The most important statements concerning ATC are summarized in the following paragraphs:
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AMAN - Information available in the system
- ATC mainly has data on arrivals and only very limited information on departures.
- By putting together the available information from MAESTRO and the planned action for

the approach processes, ATC is able to provide a quite exact ETA estimate (accuracy 2-
3min).

- By installing the new status zone “prelanded”, very accurate information of ETA is
available around 5 min before ATA. This function needs no controller work.

- It would be possible to use the AMAN system down to the threshold and therewith
provide very exact ETAs from the beginning of the flight’s correlation in the AMAN
system.

AMAN - Information needed for optimal utilisation
- The timeframe for swapping requests is at least until 10 to 13 minutes before landing.
- CPH ATC states that they would like the gate to advise ATC of dep. delays: major problem

because gates are unexpectedly occupied.

DMAN - Information required
- To make full use of a DMAN system especially when integrated with AMAN an accurate

(1-2min) EOBT is needed 20 min in advance. This allows spacing of arrivals to
complement departures thereby reducing departure queue delays.

- For the DMAN utilisation without connection to AMAN, i.e. only for setting up the
departure sequence a reliable EOBT is desirable 5 minutes in advance.

- ARN ATC would like to be informed about departure delay.
- If a departure delay exceeds 5 minutes the amount of delay would be important (not so

much at the present stage, as no dep. planning is done by ARN ATC).
- Information about de-icing.
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9.2 Airport

As the link between airlines and passengers, the airport has to satisfy two customers:
Airlines and passengers. The main objective of the airlines is to realise their flight schedule
while maintaining punctuality. A precondition for that is a full use of the capacity of the whole
airport system ( e.g. runways, taxiways, aprons, stands / gates, terminal, baggage system
and the whole landside access), particularly during peak hours The direct interest of the
airport with regards to passengers is information. They need to keep the passenger informed
about flight times, gates and delays. This information is also important to 'meeters and
greeters' and the taxi and bus operators. To meet these requirements, information on flights
is needed in varying accuracy. In the scope of this investigation the focus lies on the
information related to AMAN and DMAN systems.

Among the numerous tasks of an airport those directly concerned in the turnaround process
include the gate & check-in allocation, the bus services and operation of the baggage
system, passenger info displays and various other systems such as the Pax Guidance
System (PGS) which automatically opens and closes doors at Copenhagen Airport. Further
passenger-related information on the internet, videotext or for sms service has to be
provided.

To fully satisfy these tasks, the airport needs reliable information especially concerning on-
and off-block time estimations (EONB, EOBT). Airport representatives stated that for proper
resource allocation and planning reliability, any changes to the original timetable were not
desirable. However, in reality there are lots of short-term changes to the schedule and with
gate changes possible up to two minutes before arrival, the planning is highly tactical.
Furthermore parking requests of the home carrier SAS are mostly done last minute.

The crucial information for gate allocation is the EONB as the ONB triggers the whole
turnaround process including the baggage belts, the door system and the calculation of
parking fees. But with a buffer of only 5 minutes between gate occupations at some airports,
an accurate EOBT is just as important as inevitable for proper planning.

At the two airports examined the gate allocation is not provided with an EONB, but calculates
it using an ETA and adding an average taxi time depending on the runway used. In contrast
to ARN the airport at CPH is provided with information concerning the runway incoming
flights will use from the AMAN system. This information is mostly correct, except in the case
of a missed approach procedure when data is not updated. The first indication of an ETA is
in a Movement Message (MVT) from the departure airport containing the ETA at the
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destination. If the MVT does not contain an ETA, the flight time is determined by great circle
calculation. The resulting ETAs do not take into account holding and rerouting during flight
and gate allocation representatives agreed that ETA accuracy is only sufficient until
approximately 30 minutes prior to arrival time. After that more exact estimates are needed.
They also stated that for optimised planning an accuracy of one minute would be required 30
minutes before ETA.

Today at CPH, they are provided with an ETA estimate by the AMAN system when the flight
enters the FIR, between 45 to 25 minutes before arrival dependent on the route of the
arriving aircraft. This ETA may deviate by up to 15 minutes from the ATA depending on
controller actions in the FIR.

The situation at ARN is similar: a message is sent when the flight enters the TMA (10 to 15
minutes before arrival), the remaining flight time may differ by up to 10 minutes. To  view the
real arrival (and departure) sequence, ARN has installed the ITV system which shows the
flight strips. Screens are located throughout the airport including gate allocation. However,
information extracted from these screens is only of limited use as controllers often change
the sequence without moving the strips.

Airports’ staff expressed their disappointment with the ground handlers who regularly do not
enter delay information into the system, especially as the few EOBT estimates that were
entered were of good quality. They are therefore forced to monitor the turnaround process
themselves to estimate an off-block time according to the visible handling status.

The actual OBT that is delivered automatically by ATC then frees the gate in the gate
allocation system and, depending on weather conditions, it is also passed on to de-icing.
Along with the ATD also delivered by ATC, the OBT is used for billing and statistics.

Summary of the requirements for information
- The most important info is the EONB. ONB triggers different events: baggage belt, door

opening, parking fees (billing, statistics), calculation of EOBT (CPH).
- For gate allocation, swapping stands is possible up to 2 minutes before arrival, therefore

absolute exact EONB are needed in this time frame (CPH).
- Information on runway changes is vital in order to take account of different taxi times

(CPH).
- CPH stated that the accuracy of ETA’s received up to 30 minutes before ATA was

acceptable. After this time, further refinement of ETA accuracy was required.
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- Ideally, they would like 30 minutes advance knowledge of the ETA within an accuracy of
1 minute. This would be sufficient to enable perfect planning (ARN Gate Allocation).

Summary of the most important information currently available (in the Airport Database)

CPH Arrival
- Permanent update from SAS / Maersk concerning flight plans (changes in aircraft

positioning are known).
- SAS parking requests (transfer passengers) are known but mostly done last minute.
- ETA & Reg. No. when aircraft airborne at origin (MVT via SITA).
- ETA & Rwy & ICAO call sign from Maestro (~25 min before Arrival).
- ATA from ATC (Maestro), very accurate, used for billing, statistics and public.
- ONB from ATC (sometimes not delivered).

ARN Arrival
- If the MVT message from DEP airport does not contain ETA, then airport takes

calculation using aircraft type and great circle calculation.
- Arrival sequence by ITV, decisions based on ITV monitoring using empirical formulae

that are often based on wrong assumptions based on the quality and accuracy of the
information given by the ITV system.

Departures:
- During the ground handling process the following “waypoints” to estimate OBT are

available: gate open (from handler), boarding, doors closed, push back request from
ATC. The final quality of EOBT is rated as good (CPH).

Further annotations
- Any changes (with regard to the first information of EONB) are not desirable. The Airport

Authority would prefer that ATC stuck to the original timetable or at least to a fixed plan
because high planning reliability is important for them.

- Late aircraft arrival at the gate has a lesser impact than early arrival due to the fact that
the latter situation regularly creates unsolvable problems for gate allocation.

- The OBT received from ATC frees the gate in the system. It is also used for billing and
passed on to de-icing system.

- The ATD (TOT) from ATC is also used for billing purposes.
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- The airport authority would prefer that the timetable was used as the primary planning
criteria for all concerned stakeholders but doubted the commitment of others to  this
practise.

9.3 Airlines

An airline’s main criteria for profitable operations are customer satisfaction and an optimal
utilisation of their fleet. Apart from factors such as comfort, price and auxiliary services,
passengers prefer as little delay as possible and the ability to catch connecting flights. For
optimised aircraft usage, short turnaround times and (ideally) no delay are required.
Consequently, the airlines have a strong interest in ensuring short turnaround times and
minimising delays. Delays enroute caused by rerouting or holding can usually not be
influenced by the airline while ground delays due to heavy traffic on ground or sector
overloads in the air often result in a hold-on-ground message from the CFMU. To limit
ground delays caused by the handlers, airlines usually sign a Service Level Agreement with
their ground handling service providers that contains penalty clauses in case the contracted
Minimum Ground Time is exceeded. Some airlines have already increased their scheduled
ground times to absorb occurring delays and improve their own performance record.

ARRIVAL
The information an airline receives concerning incoming flights’ ETA is basically the same as
described in chapter 9.2

� At departure from the origin, a MVT message containing the ETA is sent,
� At FIR entry, an ETA update is provided.

Additionally, by use of ACARS2 or radio contact to the pilot, the airline can access ETA
estimations by the Flight Management System (FMS) or the pilot that are usually accurate  to
within a few minutes. However, during the  approach control phase, aircraft regularly suffer
holding delays and deviations from their preferred route leading to ETA inaccuracy.
Therefore airline representatives showed a strong interest in getting reliable data after FIR
entry, e.g. an update if an aircraft enters the holds. More sufficient data would allow them to
plan the rotation of a flight more efficiently: if necessary an aircraft change could be
undertaken about 30 minutes before departure.

                                               
2 Aircraft Communication Addressing and Reporting System
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For airlines operating a hub & spoke system, short turnaround and taxi times, are very
important. They would therefore like to be informed when taxi time exceeds 10 minutes in
order to facilitate proper replanning.

In contrast to the airport authorities who like to stick to the original timetable, the airlines
prefer their aircraft to arrive earlier than planned to assist turnaround time and lessen fuel
consumption.

Actual times for touch-down, on-block and off-block and departure times are currently being
provided by ATC and ground handlers. This information will be transmitted automatically by
ACARS when all aircraft are equipped with this system after the fleet replacement that is due
by the end of 2002.

DEPARTURE
The turnaround process of each aircraft is monitored by a handling agent who reports
progress and problems back to an Airline Operation Centre (AOC). When problems arise he
makes a delay estimation together with the party in charge, e.g. mechanics or boarding
personnel. Its reliability mainly depends on the type of problem: where technical problems
allow for a good hit rate of delay estimation, those caused by a missing passenger are
difficult to estimate. In addition, those delays are only known 5 – 10 minutes before going off-
block, whereas all other problems should be obvious at boarding time, about 25 minutes
before departure.

Airline executives emphasised that only 8% of all delays were handling-related and that 95%
of these were below 30 minutes. In their opinion, it should be mandatory that all delays
exceeding 5 minutes are reported by all airlines. Today, only in instances of delays greater
than 30 minutes a delay telex is sent to CFMU to request a new flight plan (for a non-
regulated flight that does not need a slot).

New EOBT estimates from handling agents are currently only sent to the destination airport
and are not forwarded to departure airport stakeholders including ATC. According to airline
representatives nobody showed any interest in this data so far. In addition they declared that
they would prefer not to publish all delay data to the passengers. The felt that the airlines did
not appear to trust the confidentiality of the data management systems and were afraid that
sensitive data could be available to competitors or the passengers. However, CPH airport
representatives emphasised that at Copenhagen there is the possibility of entering data that
will not be displayed to the public.
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 Regarding the objectives of this study, the following points are of further interest:

Information airlines would like to receive
- accurate ETA estimates during approach
- Information about irregularities in outbound taxi time

Information airlines have available
- EOBT usually accurate to 5 minutes provided by ground handler
- ETA estimates by pilot via ACARS
- In the near future: exact ATA / ONB / OBT / ATD from ACARS

Further annotations
- Airlines like aircraft to arrive early
- Airlines seem not to trust confidentiality of data management systems
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9.4 Ground Handling Companies

Apart from their home bases where airlines often do their own ground handling, ground
handling responsibility is delegated to companies that perform and supervise the necessary
tasks of an aircraft’s turnaround process, including unloading / loading, catering, cabin
cleaning, fuelling, check-in and boarding.

Ground Handling Companies’ primary concern is to keep the airlines satisfied thus ensuring
their position as their customers. With two or more handling companies at the bigger airports,
there generally is severe competition among the ground handlers. As mentioned earlier in
this report, airports and handling companies have a Service Level Agreement including
penalty clauses in case the contracted Minimum Ground Time is exceeded by a certain
amount of time. Consequently, the handlers are primarily concerned about duly finishing the
turnaround process.

Like most other parties, the ground handlers receive the MVT message from the departure
airport once the aircraft has taken off. The quality of the ETA contained in the MVT
messages seems to vary from airline to airline. Approximately 30 minutes prior to arrival, the
ground handling company gets an ETA update based on the pilot’s report via the airline.
Some airlines also forward ACARS messages from aircraft in which the system is installed.
At CPH, they receive an additional message from the AMAN system once the flight enters
the FIR and also about 30 minutes before arrival. ServisAir at ARN stated that they try to
update the central database when receiving new ETA estimates from the airlines.

The time at which a handling crew actually commences operations in order to attend at an
aircraft depends on airport layout and aircraft size.  At CPH, in the case of smaller aircraft, it
is when the aircraft vacates the runway. For larger wide body aircraft, the handling crew
commences operations 5-10 minutes before arrival. In this case they rely on AMAN
indications that the aircraft is on final approach. For ServisAir CPH, short-term changes of
aircraft parking positions do not play an important role as nearly all of their flights are handled
on the same pier. At ARN, initial action is taken 5 to 30 minutes prior to arrival depending on
aircraft type and terminal use.

Interviews with GlobeGround based at Manchester Airport revealed that they normally
commenced operations 10 minutes prior to aircraft arrival, regardless of aircraft size and
allocated stand. The ETA is provided by ATC via a screen displaying all incoming flights that
are to be served by the handling company. According to GlobeGround this estimate is quite
accurate, and as their planning is usually done according to the schedule without any short-
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term tactical resource allocation, they are not too interested in any additional ETA
information.

However, ServisAir in CPH and particularly in ARN stressed their requirement for up to 30
minutes lead-time for wide body aircraft parking on remote stands.  They expressed their
interest in receiving more accurate ETA estimates after FIR entry for better tactical
disposition, especially at peak hours or during adverse weather conditions when the working
schedule gets tighter. CPH also emphasised their interest in taxi time estimations under such
circumstances.

In the case of several aircraft arriving at the same time, the aircraft on time according to the
schedule is served first. Ground handling companies stated that it was not cost beneficial to
have resources ready for such unplanned peaks.

On the airports visited the ground handler is responsible for entering the on-block time (ONB)
into the central data management systems. This input from the ground handler then
overwrites the ONB provided by ATC. According to one of the ground handlers interviewed,
they sometimes “round up” this ONB by 5 minutes when requested by pilots to allow them
more time to turn around and comply with the revised EOBT that is also being shifted by
these 5 minutes. At Manchester, the ONB is only sent to the airline via the SITA network.

When the aircraft is on-block, the handling agent of Globe Ground Manchester calculates an
EOBT based on the on-block time and the contracted Minimum Ground Time. In 99% of all
flights, the ground handler meets a 5-minute timeframe around the calculated EOBT. When
necessary, they can be forced to leave some load on the ground or not to wait for late
passengers to limit the ground delay. The amount of ground delay tolerated depends on
airline preferences. For important customers the handling company performs a more distinct
estimation of EOBT that takes into account the amount of load in case the aircraft arrives
late. ServisAir always calculates the EOBT with a view to the amount of load. This EOBT is
met for 90% of all flights.

These EOBT estimates can also be made before the aircraft actually arrives on-block, while
their accuracy primarily depends on the quality of the ETA provided.

The decision on how long an aircraft will actually wait for late passengers is taken by the gate
personnel representing the airline taking into account the aircraft’s slot time (CTOT). In cases
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where the aircraft is delayed and will not be ready within its slot, the airlines expect the
handlers to send a slot message to the CFMU requesting a new slot (CTOT).

In the course of the interviews it became obvious that the main reason  that handlers do not
provide third parties with their EOBT estimates is that they prefer not to reveal confidential
delay information about their customers - the airlines.

After an aircraft has taken off, the ground handler sends a Movement Message (MVT) via
SITA telex to all relevant parties at the destination airport.  The MVT usually includes OBT,
ATD, the number of passengers on board and the ETA at the destination airport. The ATD is
acquired by monitoring the Tower frequency. In addition a load message is sent to the airline
and the ground handler at the destination airport, containing the number of passengers and
their connecting flights, the load and its position as well as relevant details.

Regarding the objectives of this study, the following points are of further interest:

Information ground handlers would like to receive
- ETA updates after FIR entry (ServisAir CPH)
- Taxi time estimates at peak hours and under adverse weather conditions (ServisAir CPH)

Information ground handlers have available
- ONB and OBT
- EOBT usually accurate to 5 minutes

Further annotations
- Ground handlers do not reveal confidential delay information without the airlines’ prior

approval
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10  Correlation of information needed / provided
In this chapter the demand for information and the information already available are
correlated based on the interview results. In this context information ‘already available’ is not
limited to explicit information which has to be transferred by technical means but also
includes information which is obtained by combining data sources with experience and
professional know how.

Furthermore, gaps between desired or needed information and available information as well
as existing agreements are pointed out. In conclusion, possibilities for system improvement
based on existing information are identified and ways to close the remaining gaps are
discussed.

One feature of the air traffic system is that through various influencing factors and
interdependencies the different processes connected to a flight are subject to fluctuations. As
a result , only a certain degree of accuracy of information describing a flight can be reached.
On the other hand certain degree of accuracy is often sufficient for the operational
organisation of the necessary processes to fulfil the requirements for good work. For these
reasons the demanded and provided information is connected with the feature 'accuracy'
which is specifically considered in this investigation.

The evaluation clearly shows the information demanded:
- the Actual Time of Departure (ATA),
- the Estimated On Block Time (EONB),
- the On Block Time(ONB),
- the Off Block Time(OBT),
- the Estimated Off-Block Time (EOBT) and
- the Actual Time of Departure (ATD).

Furthermore the purposes for the use of information were clearly identified:
- passenger (meeters and greeters, buses, taxis) information,
- stand and gate management and allocation,
- ground handling process,
- airline operations management,
- billing purposes,
- statistics and
- DMAN.
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The following section provides a description of the use of the information. The processes are
assigned to the information in terms of time which is in the end crucial for this process and
not to times which implicitly may contribute to the result. For example, after touch down the
ATA may be used as a base for calculation of the EONB. But in the end the EONB is the
time that triggers many processes.

ATA
The ATA is used for billing purposes (landing fees) and statistics. Based on this tactical
planning in terms of runway capacity etc. may be conducted.

EONB
The EONB is used for many purposes that have an important influence on the whole
turnaround process and may be seen as the most important information. The EONB is
required in different levels of accuracy depending on the time to ONB. The airport uses the
EONB for  passenger information  and  gate allocation. The requirements for the passenger
information are relatively low as a deviation from the scheduled time is only given to
passengers if it exceeds a certain amount of time (15 min). The reason for this is that airlines
prefer to conceal their delays from  passengers. Subsequent minor modifications to the
EONB are not communicated, because this would only confuse passengers and would not
change anything in the end. In the case of ARN it is desirable to have the information on
EONB up to four hours in advance because this is the timeframe when many passengers
start their  journey to the airport.

The requirements in terms of gate allocation are very high. During the whole flight the gate
allocation system updates - based on the planned timetable - the positions for the incoming
flights. By recalculation of all possibilities the system optimises gate allocation considering all
boundary conditions such as connecting flights or aircraft size. The nearer the time is to the
EONB the lesser are the possibilities of influencing the allocation, as the fixed part of
allocated aircraft rises. Particularly in the last minutes a very accurate time is necessary
because this may confirm whether  a gate is already free or still occupied.

It is obvious that the EONB is the most important value for the ground handling process, as
the process starts the moment the aircraft arrives on-block and all resource planning is
based on this moment. The requirements for accuracy are not as high as for gate allocation,
as the ground handlers in CPH, ARN and MAN work with time buffers, which allow them to
be on  time at the gate anyway. Indications are that the requirements may be higher at larger
airports. For some long-range flights it may be important to get a relatively good estimation of
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ONB at the moment of take-off if a flight is due to arrive early in the morning and staff co-
ordination for servicing the aircraft has to be completed  the evening before.

ONB
This time is known only when the aircraft is actually on-block and mainly used for billing and
statistical purposes. For the planning (e.g. of ground operations) usually the estimated time
(EONB) is decisive in the end. The OBT may however be used to update estimates of other
times, primarily EOBT.

EOBT
This time is used in planning for the gate allocation and the requirements on accuracy are
very high. Especially in cases where aircraft leave the gate later than estimated thereby
causing conflict with incoming aircraft that are unable to occupy the gate.

For DMAN the EOBT is one of the most important input parameters. For optimal functionality
it is required 20 min in advance with a high accuracy.

Airlines often use EOBT for operational planning as it indicates whether an aircraft will depart
on time.

OBT
OBT is used for gate allocation. It indicates the moment when a gate is available again.
Furthermore,  it is used in the DMAN system where it replaces the former EOBT.

ATD
ATD is used for billing and statistical purposes and triggers the SITA movement message
sent to the destination airport.

As an intermediate conclusion EONB and EOBT are the most important times. Their
estimation is dependent on many different factors and may be imprecise. The overall
requirements on their accuracy are mainly determined by the gate allocation for the EONB
and by gate allocation and DMAN for the EOBT. The requirements of all other parties are
lower.
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In terms of the available information the interviews produced the following output:

ATA
The Actual Time of Departure is reported by ATC and available in the airport databases.

EONB
The first Estimated On Block Time can be calculated based on the estimated time of arrival
(ETA) and an estimation of the taxi time, when the aircraft takes off from the departure
airport. The quality achievable by this procedure is relatively good even for long-range flights
with a long time frame to destination. However, the quality greatly depends on the airline
ground handler who issues the MVT message at take-off. A rather good estimation of the
On-Block Time would be possible based on AMAN data even though it is currently  not used
to the threshold. The precondition for this is that ATC combines the ETA calculated by AMAN
and the time difference between the time from feeder fix to threshold as considered by
AMAN and the time it takes for the selected route. The times for different routes from feeder
fix are already known quite accurately and could be extracted from statistical data available
from ATC. Furthermore it is important that ATC plans the final approach sequence in
advance and sticks to this plan. As airlines may want to switch flights until up to 10 min
before ATA the ETAs of the affected flights are subject to unavoidable changes. Also a
spacing of the arrival stream to facilitate departures would influence the ETA about 20
minutes in advance. All in all it would be possible to give a very precise ETA at least 20
minutes in advance and in many cases even earlier. Taxi times from the runways can be
estimated based on empirical data and together with ETA the EONB could be calculated to a
very good level of quality and accuracy.

If ATC were to use AMAN down to the threshold all demands in terms of quality would be
fulfilled. This would require major changes to current ATC procedures where no AMAN
updates are made during final sequencing by approach controllers. The estimation of the taxi
time could be improved by implementing a system that considers the demands on the
taxiway system.

ONB, OBT
Both times are entered to the database system by ATC, the ground handler or the airline. A
planned automation will simplify the input. As the quality of this data is already good no
further efforts are to be taken at present.
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EOBT
Ground handling companies can provide a good quality of EOBT. They know from
experience  how long the ground handling procedure will last and they put effort into meeting
their own predictions.

In 95% of all cases it is possible to meet the predicted time within a frame of 5 minutes. The
prediction is based on experience and appraisal of the situation and does not need further
support e.g. entering milestones of the ground handling process to the database.

When and if problems occur a new estimation could be made as soon as they are
recognised and identified. Normally, decisions related to late or missing passengers rest
with the airline. The longer they choose to wait the greater the influence on the quality of their
estimation. As the problem of missing passengers is often only identified a few minutes
before planned off block, the result of longer waiting time is difficult to consider in other
processes.

ATD
The ground handler or ATC enters this time into the system. Its quality is normally
acceptable.

In the following figures the results described are shown.
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Fig. 7: Desired and available ETA

Fig. 7 shows the desired ETA and the available ETA from different points of view. While the
EONB (and not the ETA) was identified as most important,  the EONB can be calculated by
adding the taxi time to the ETA. The time bars express this for the 'taxiing' phase. The reason
for looking at the ETA is that this value is explicitly given and calculated in various systems
during approach. Therefore, the requirements on the ETA implicitly represent the
requirements on the EONB.

In the top half of the figure the ETA desired by the different parties involved in the flight’s
turnaround process is displayed. The bottom half shows already available ETA information
and its respective sources. The x-axis represents the time axis starting 240 minutes before
ATA and ending with ONB. Requirements with respect to available accuracy are colour
coded according to the legend on the right side. The critical requirements, i.e. the demand for
greatest accuracy for the various periods of time are marked with a red frame. By comparing
the bottom half representing available information with the demand in the top half, existing
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gaps between available and desired information can be identified. These gaps are marked in
yellow.

The critical accuracy requirements on the ETA are mainly defined by two parties: the airline
and the gate allocation i.e. the airport. This does not mean that other parties do not get any
use out of higher accuracy, but according to their own statements they could do without
lower accuracy. The view on the ETAs attainable indicates that the requirements can be
fulfilled to a great part already. Currently there is only a gap in data provision during a flight’s
process through the FIR due to the approach sequencing actions after passing the feeder fix
resulting in varying flight time. This gap could be closed theoretically in two ways: one is
simply to use and update the AMAN system down to the runway threshold and strictly act
according to the advisories of the system. The second way is to combine the times to the
feeder fixes calculated by AMAN and remaining flight time according to the assigned
approach route, which are well known at ATC. A precondition for this procedure would be
that ATC makes a concrete plan for handling the aircraft, releases this plan with its inherent
times and acts according to this plan. At this point a further investigation examining a
possible realisation of both ways may be carried out.
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Fig. 8: EOBT desired and available

In Fig. 8 the requirements on EOBT are correlated with the available EOBTs. Here
passenger information, airlines and especially ATC's use of DMAN connected to AMAN
define the requirements, as gaps in the arrival stream have to be build up to 20 min in
advance of the ATD. Excluding extraordinary circumstances, the OBT mainly depends on the
ground handling process and therefore only the ground handlers can give good estimations
of this time. The ground handler usually knows very precisely how long the turnaround
process will last and can reach a time frame of 5 minutes given at the beginning of the
ground handling process in 95% to 99% of all cases. Here the requirements are not fulfilled
directly, but the reason may be that ground handlers were not requested to give more
precise estimations. They control the whole process to a great extent and, if necessary can
speed it up significantly. This may offer possibilities for even better time estimations.
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11 Conclusions
This chapter summarises the findings derived from the interviews and the evaluation of
information from the questionnaires. This chapter also points out the final consequences of,
and possible approaches for, filling information gaps  but also considers further information
which may help to understand the system and the working procedures and communications
involved.

It must be emphasised that the following conclusions are partly based on the potential
possibilities which were identified during the discussions, i.e. technical or organisational
changes might be necessary. The final effort appears to be achievable  but of course has to
be evaluated in detail for every step.

11.1 Way of investigation

All results should be seen under the special circumstances of the way of investigation by
interviews. This naturally results in an individual and subjective point of view. This does not
mean that any given answers are wrong but that due to missing quantification the
consequences in terms of deviation from the requirements cannot be estimated in a very
detailed way. All desired or required information is to be seen under these conditions.

11.2 Information related to AMAN and DMAN

One main task of the project was to identify the most important information for all parties
involved in the process of a flight. These parties are
- ATC with the objectives of maximising and utilising capacity, reducing delays and

guaranteeing safety,
- the airport with the focus on utilising the full capacity potential, passenger information

and data collection (for others),
- airlines which want short turn around times and high punctuality and
- ground handlers who have to meet their required specifications in terms of turn around

time.

To meet the demands of these different groups two sorts of information are clearly the most
important. These are the Estimated On Block Time (EONB) and the Estimated Off Block
Time (EOBT).
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The EONB triggers most processes related to an arriving aircraft, as handling and boarding
starts when the aircraft is on block. Handling and boarding have a lead-time that is necessary
to prepare for the process: staff resources have to be co-ordinated, equipment must be ready
and passengers have to  arrive at the airport in time.

The EOBT is the decisive information for all processes related to a departing aircraft. Here
particularly the use of a departure manager (DMAN) connected to an arrival manager
(AMAN) needs a high quality of information to create suitable gaps in the arrival stream in
time. All other information is of lesser importance for the direct operations.

EONB and EOBT are at the same time the data that is most difficult to get as they depend on
events that are difficult to assess. Here factors such as actual capacity, weather, traffic and
individual behaviour all need consideration.

The provision of these times in the required accuracy is currently only partially possible. To
close the gaps in information quality some possible steps were identified. These steps
certainly need further analysis in terms of clarification and methodology.
To achieve a more satisfying EONB the possibilities are:

1. Based on the arrival times at the feeder fix calculated by AMAN and the knowledge of the
flight time of the assigned approach track by ATC a more accurate ETA may be determined.
The EONB should be calculated by adding the taxi time.

The sub conditions for this procedure are:
- ATC must plan the final route of an aircraft as early as possible e.g. when it enters the

FIR.
- This plan and the resulting ETA must be made known.
- ATC should try to stick to this plan.
- The taxi times from the runway to different positions have to be reliable. This may require

a system that considers actual conditions in terms of traffic, ground routing and weather.

2. The utilisation of the AMAN system is extended down to the runway threshold, which
would make it possible to use the ETA calculations of the AMAN system. The EONB again
results by adding the taxi time.
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Here the sub conditions are:
- ATC follows the advisories of the AMAN system.
- The taxi times from the runway to different positions have to be reliable. This may require

a system that considers actual conditions in terms of traffic, ground routing and weather.

For the EOBT the possibilities of getting a higher accuracy than currently available are not
quite clear especially at the moment of commencement of the ground handling process.

As the ground handlers are normally able to meet a time frame of 5 minutes specified at the
beginning of the ground handling process, taking the end of this timeframe for DMAN /AMAN
- especially to initiate a spacing of the arrivals - may be considered. This would guarantee
that an aircraft is ready for push back at this revised EOBT. However, provided that the
EOBT follows an equal partition to OBT, that would mean that aircraft would on average
have to wait 2.5 min longer at the gate than necessary. For e.g. 500 flights this would result
in a sum of 1750 minutes longer gate occupation and therefore require more gates. This
theoretical calculation shows that decisions about different strategies have to be considered
very well and require a detailed examination and analysis.

Another approach for achieving higher accuracy for the EOBT is utilising the fact that ground
handlers are able to speed up the ground handling process if and when necessary. As this
could require a higher effort, a cost benefit analysis would have to be made and further
influencing factors that are not in the hands of the ground handler would have to be
considered. One factor to be mentioned is the amount of time airlines are willing to wait for
late passengers.
For a final solution the following points should to be considered:
- The benefit for airlines and airports of meeting exact estimations of EOBT by the ground

handler has to be quantified. This benefit depends on the specific situation (traffic, flight)
and requires an operational benchmarking system, which can offer a short-term
evaluation.

- Airlines have to find a way to improve the way of dealing with late passengers, as this
may delay a flight in the final phase of the ground handling process.

- The DMAN system should be able to react to short-term changes of the EOBT without
losing to much of its overall performance.
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11.3 Exceptions

It is obvious that these proposals cannot cover the exceptions that are inherent in the
system. Events and problems that cannot be foreseen will always happen and the handling
and actions in these cases may require special considerations.

The influence of exceptions to new systems or new ways of operation has to be evaluated in
great detail as they may essentially reduce the potential benefit. In practise this means that
the estimation of the benefit of a more sophisticated DMAN system has to be evaluated
under realistic conditions.

11.4 Annotations

Many operational aspects generate a demand for more accurate information. This demand is
in most cases not correlated to the achievable benefit. As the implementation of a new
procedure  may need high effort in terms of technique and reorganisation, a quantification of
its final use should be the base for final decisions.

According to the interviews conducted the one process whose quality is highly dependant on
an accurate ONB is the gate allocation. Quantification in terms of delay, connecting times or
terminal capacity however cannot be given without further investigation. Here an integrated
fast time simulation with an interface to the respective gate allocation system could help to
identify consequences for different degrees of information quality.

Throughout the whole report fuzzy terms such as 'good', 'bad', 'about' and 'around' were
often used. This is due to the fact that the whole process is subject to probabilities and that
quantification is difficult to achieve. Due to the many influencing factors and
interdependencies only an assumption is possible, which will finally be right only with a
certain probability.

11.5 Further conclusions

- The parties with the hardest competition are the ground handlers. But although they have
very tight conditions in their agreements with the airlines they have the least problems
with the existing system. All ground handlers see no decisive improvements from more
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accurate information. Here the classical fact that hard competition may lead to better
performance may be valid.

- In many cases the quality (accuracy) of information delivered by other parties is not
known or is based on wrong assumptions leading to wrong decisions. Three points are
important here:
1. A common awareness of the fact that information is always linked to accuracy and a

probability has to be built up.
2. Information should be connected to a specification about its accuracy and probability

for being correct. Here a definition of a standard may be useful.
3. Standardised procedures have to be defined, which lead to the best decision based

on the information and its related accuracy.

- For assessing the potential benefit of new procedures and systems a quantification of the
possible benefit is important. Here the definition of a theoretical limit3 based on an
optimal process would be interesting as it identifies the over-all potential that cannot be
exceeded.

- Providers of information are often not aware of the type and quality of information that is
demanded by others. This leads to collection and provision of information that is not
needed or needed in another quality. It is important to identify what use each accuracy
will have in each situation, because that prevents unnecessary effort on modifying
procedures where there is no additional benefit.

- The way of displaying information has a big influence on the people using this
information. This shows the high acceptance of the ITV system at ARN. The quality of
the ITV information is not very good but people like it, as it gives them the feeling of
being  part of the action. This fact should be considered for designing the HMI for
presenting information.

                                               
3 As the term 'ultimate capacity' is used for the theoretical limit for runway capacity.
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Fig. 9: Display system for remaining flight time

Fig. 9 shows a possible draft of an HMI for displaying the EONB i.e. the remaining flight time
is shown. Here the information is combined with an accuracy that may support the planning.
Further evaluation will be required if it is necessary to display the precision or to interpret this
value automatically by the system which then would issue a final conclusion. Interfaces like
this could easily be connected to existing data sources and could be configured to the
requirements of the respective user by simple menus. Flights could be filtered, scales and
colours changed and additional information such as aircraft type or number of passengers
could be integrated.
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12 Glossary
ACARS
Aircraft Communication Addressing and Reporting System
Accurate Data delivered: ONB / OBT / ATD / ATA

ADEP
Aerodrome of Departure

ADES
Aerodrome of Destination

ATA
Actual Time of Arrival (at the threshold), equal to Touch-Down time

AOC
Airline Operation Centre

ACD
Airport Co-ordination Denmark

ATC
Air Traffic Control

ATCCs
Air Traffic Control Center

ATD
Actual Time of Departure (from the runway), equal to Take-Off Time (TOT)

ATSU
Air Traffic Service Unit

CATS
Copenhagen Airport Traffic System
Linked to all passenger displays (FIDS, TV, Internet etc.)
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CTOT
Calculated Take-Off Time, provided by CFMU

EOBT
Estimated Off-Block Time

EONB
Estimated On-Block Time

ETA
Estimated Time of Arrival (at the threshold)

FMS
Flight Management System
Integrated data processing system in the cockpit that manages route etc.

ITV
System at Stockholm / Arlanda, that monitors the flight strips for arrival and departure.
Screens are used throughout the airport to view the arrival and departure sequences.
Sometimes the information provided is very inaccurate.

MVT
Standard Movement Message
Standardised IATA format, sent via SITA to ADES, Airline (AOC) and other recipients
e.g.: Departure Message: call sign / OBT / ATD / ETA at ADES

Load Message: PAX (incl. transfer details) / Load Distribution / Details

OBT
Off-Block Time

ONB
On-Block Time (arrival time at the gate)

RTA
Required Time of Arrival (at the threshold), used within AMAN

RTAMF

Required Time of Arrival (at Metering Fix), used within AMAN
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SAFIR
Swedish Airport Flight Information Integrated Resources

SID
Standard Instrument Departure Route

SITA
Societe International de Telecommunications Aeronautiques
A world-wide communication and information technology network for the air-transport
industry

STAR
Standard Arrival Route

TMA
Terminal Manoeuvring Area. Control sector around the airport that is controlled by Approach
and Departure Controllers.

Viewmaster
The CATS staff interface for reviewing stand allocations

http://www.sita.int/
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13  Appendix

13.1  AMAN Functionality

This section illustrates the functionality and the possible implementation of an AMAN system
into an airport-wide CDM environment.

As a first step, the sequencing procedure without AMAN aid will be explained:

Fig. 10: Arrival sequencing without AMAN aid

1. Apart form flight strip information from ATCU‘s „upstream“ the route that may not
contain actual delays, ATC Controllers become aware of an incoming flight only
shortly before it enters the Control Area.

2. An arrival sequence is built up according to the ’’First come, first served“-principle. In
most cases, airborne holding is inevitable to achieve the necessary separation. The
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aircraft are then vectored one by one out of the holding stack onto final approach.
The actual separation between each aircraft is affected in a great way by the
Controller‘s experience and the pilots‘ reactions and quite often will not make full use
of the approach and runway capacity.

3. The Airline Operating Companies (AOC) may be provided with a more accurate
prediction on the aircraft‘s Estimated Time of Arrival (ETA) by their pilots using the
Airlines Communication and Report System (ACARS) which they can pass on to their
Ground Handlers.

All other parties interested in the aircraft‘s arrival time generally remain uninformed and are
unable to plan and allocate their resources with regards to sudden changes to the arrival
sequence.
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A possible implementation of AMAN might look work as follows:

Fig. 11: Possible AMAN implementation

1. In this scenario, ATCU‘s along an aircraft‘s route are informed of its current position
and speed provided by radar data and the pilot.

2. Based on this data, the upstream ATCU‘s are able to calculate a fairly accurate ETA
for each aircraft which they pass on to the destination airport‘s ATCU that is now
being supported by an Arrival Management System (AMAN).

3. The Arrival Management Computer shall support the controllers by doing the
mundane tasks and helping them optimise the arrival sequence, but of course without
taking too much influence and thus without restricting them in their work. It is
therefore configured to make propositions that may be modified or corrected at any
time by the controllers.
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4. AMAN slightly shifts the incoming ETA‘s regarding wake vortex category, multiple
arrival routes etc. to achieve a maximised landing capacity. As these Required Times
of Arrival (RTA) are known very early – the aircraft still being approximately 200 nm
away – the difference between RTA and ETA can in most cases be eliminated using
speed control, thus avoiding costly airborne holding.
The calculated RTA‘s are transmitted to the pilots who are responsible to meet these
times at particular points (e.g. the Final Approach Fix) in order to comply with the
revised arrival sequence.

The advantages are obvious: higher runway throughput and increased punctuality, lower
costs due to less airborne holding and decreased controller workload. By introducing a
Central „Collaborative Decision Making (CDM)“ Database, accessible to all parties involved
in the aircraft‘s turnaround process, these benefits can be enhanced further.

5. The ATC/ AMAN System would be connected to this database constantly and could
enter relevant information such as the updated ETA‘s (and thus the revised arrival
sequence). This data could be monitored by the other parties to optimise their
resource allocation or to inform the public via the Flight Information Display Service
(FIDS), Videotext or the Internet.

6. The benefit to Airlines, and hence their interest in the process already described,
could be increased by allowing them to influence the planned arrivals sequence
according to their own priorities. Time-critical flights such as connecting flights could
be prioritised by swapping their landing slots with another, non-critical flights.
These Swapping Requests could be directly entered into the Central Database and
from there on be forwarded to the ATCU and the AMAN System without any delay.

7. The system could be further optimised by extended data feed from other parties. For
example, if Stand Allocation and Gate Management entered information concerning
stand & gate availability including estimated clearance times, the arrival sequence
could be revised again, slowing down aircraft whose stand or gate was occupied and
possibly accelerating others.
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13.2  DMAN Functionality

This section illustrates the functionality and the possible implementation of a DMAN system
into an airport-wide CDM environment.

First, the turnaround and departure procedure without DMAN support will be explained:

Fig. 12: Turnaround and departure procedure without DMAN support

1. The ground handling staff report the completion of their respective work to the
responsible ramp agent.

2. Once they receive the appropriate order, the gate staff start the boarding process and
report their progress back to the ramp agent.

3. After all handling processes are finished, the ramp agent informs the pilot that the
aircraft is ready for departure.
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4. Once the pilot has completed his checklist, he may contact Apron Control to request
pushback. After receiving the approval, the aircraft may depart.

5. Apart from ATC and the airline which is connected to its pilot via the Airline
Communication And Report System (ACARS), all other parties remain uninformed
and only become aware of the off-block time when the aircraft actually leaves the
stand. But without knowing the Estimated Off-Block Time (EOBT) in advance, only
very limited planning is possible.

By establishing a CDM Database and supporting the ATCU with a Departure Management
System (DMAN), the whole system becomes far more flexible and efficient:

Fig. 13: Possible DMAN implementation

1. In this scenario, the ground handlers, pilot and crew report arising problems and
delays during their work to the responsible ramp agent.

2. Based on these delays, the ramp agent calculates an Estimated Off-Block Time
(EOBT) which he enters into the Central Database.
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3. The Air Traffic Controllers are now being assisted by a Departure Management
System (DMAN), whose decisions can be modified or rejected by the controllers at
any time.

4. This ATC / DMAN system is informed about updated EOBT‘s in real time by way of
the Central CDM Database. To function properly, accurate EOBT‘s should be
available about 20 minutes in advance.
DMAN then has sufficient information about flights departing within the next 20
minutes to build up a departure sequence that maximizes runway capacity.

5. To enhance the departure sequence by prioritising critical flights that would otherwise
miss their CFMU slot or occupy a gate / stand another aircraft is already waiting for,
additional input from the Central Flow Management Unit (CFMU) and stand & gate
allocation into the CDM Database is required.

6. The shifted EOBT‘s representing the revised departure sequence are entered into the
Central Database where they can be monitored by other parties. They are then able
to allocate their resources in a more efficient manner.

The actual departure of each flight would work as follows:

7. Once all ground handlers have completed their work, the ramp agent informs the
pilot.

8. The pilot then calls ATC to request pushback, confirming that the aircraft is ready to
go off-block. ATC may provide him with his EOBT and approve pushback at the
appropriate time to comply with the calculated departure sequence.

End of report.
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